TLB Performs at Konocti's Classic Concert Showroom
Fog rolled across the stage as TLB's Jordan M. suddenly appeared behind his
drumset and began the new rockin' beat of "Time". Moments later Matt W. leapt
from the darkness to his keyboard, bringing with him an adventurous classical
rock sound that filled the room with a sense of awe & wonder. Just as it felt like
the heavens would open, enter bassist Thomas C. ethereally posed on a platform
against the back-lit fog downstage left with his thunderous bass. Momentum
gave way to the click of the drumsticks, "ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR" and the
spotlights raced to the back of the room where all eyes turned on lead-singer
Beau B. nailing his opening guitar rift to a surprised and applauding audience.
Without missing a beat, he ran through the crowd and deftly jumped the stairs to
join his band center stage. A dramatic new entrance ... for a dramatically new
Lost Boys!
Their performance was the culmination of an intensive 4-day Christmas Rock 'n
Roll Workshop hosted at Konocti Harbor Resort & Spa, where the Boys had the
privilege of training, rehearsing, writing, re-writing and refining their band skills.
From finding their 'niche' and genre of music, to developing their image and
honing their stage presence, the Lost Boys got the education of a lifetime through
a process of team building, critique sessions and motivational talks. Inspiration
gave birth to a new song during the weekend that they boldly performed on two
acoustic guitars "...it doesn't have a name yet...", and the result was a diamondin-the-rough just waiting to be discovered.
The Lost Boys would like to humbly thank Greg Bennett and all the staff and
family at Konocti who so graciously opened their doors and hearts for this oncein-a-lifetime experience. "This has been the best weekend of our lives", signed
the four boys as they gifted Konocti with a commemorative photo of the 'new'
Lost Boys that is soon to join the Wall of Fame in the halls of the Resort.
"Somebody pinch me," said one of the Boys, as the others just nodded and
agreed, "It feels like we're living a dream." And a dream come true at that.
Also thanks to Mike Hanson & all the crew at Pegasus Productions for their
professional filming of the show...you guys are the best!!!
The next workshop, "Rock Shop II...CHASING THE DREAM!" is scheduled for
the last weekend in January '09, with a performance scheduled for Sunday,
January 25 at 7pm (see Upcoming Shows). Hope to see you there...and thanks
for being a beloved friend and fan of The Lost Boys!
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